Two cases of spontaneous closure of full-thickness macular hole
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Abstract
We report two cases of spontaneous closure of full-thickness macular hole (FTMH). The first was in a patient with relieved traction from tractional macular detachment with spontaneous closure after diagnosis at 16 months. The second case is FTMH that developed after vitrectomy from rhegmatogenous retina detachment with spontaneous closure after diagnosis at 9 months. Spontaneous closure of FTMH is rare and the main treatment is vitrectomy.
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Case 1
A 56-year-old Chinese man with right proliferative diabetic retinopathy and retinitis proliferans with traction affecting the macula developed full-thickness macular hole (FTMH) while he was undergoing panretinal photocoagulation. His visual acuity decreased from 6/18 to 6/36. The macular traction was, however, relieved (captured via optical coherence tomography [OCT]). He was noted to have spontaneous closure of FTMH prior to surgery with visual acuity of 6/24 (Figs. 1 and 2).

Case 2
A 43-year-old Malay man presented with right macula-off rhegmatogenous retinal detachment. Vitrectomy and gas tamponade were performed, and intraoperatively there was no macular hole (MH). His vision improved from counting fingers to 6/36, but 4 months after surgery there was a drop in vision to 1/60. A FTMH was noted and confirmed via OCT. He refused surgery and 9 months after the diagnosis of FTMH, his vision improved to 6/36 and OCT showed spontaneous closure of FTMH with remnant of subfoveal fluid. Four months later, the amount of fluid further decreased and his vision improved to 6/24.
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Discussion

FTMH is a retinal break involving the fovea. It is classified as stage 3 based on the modified Gass classification system.¹ Spontaneous closure of FTMH is rare, with reported rates between 4% and 6%.²

There are two major theories that explain the formation of MH: the anteroposterior vitreofoveal traction and the tangential vitreous traction.¹³ The former theory

Fig. 1. Serial OCT showing the development of FTMH and subsequent spontaneous closure of FTMH.
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results from a posterior vitreous detachment (PVD) with subsequent foveal cyst formation, whereas the latter is due to condensation and tangential contraction of the prefoveal vitreous cortex, leading to spontaneous vitreofoveal separation. The mechanism of FTMH formation in both the above-mentioned cases is different. Case 1 developed a FTMH secondary to anteroposterior vitreous traction affecting the macula. However, Case 2 had a FTMH after pars plana vitrectomy, most likely secondary to tangential vitreous traction.

The exact mechanism behind spontaneous closure of FTMH is unclear; however, a few theories have been postulated. Takahashi et al. suggested that the bridging

Fig. 2. Serial OCT showing the progression of spontaneous closure of FTMH.
of the protruding retinal tissue over the MH led to closure. Meanwhile, Suzuki et al. suggested that the process of resolving FTMH could be related to the degeneration of the inner retinal layers due to either atrophy or coalescence of cystoid edema. Ishida et al. mentioned that a PVD with release of vitreomacular traction plays an important role for spontaneous closure of the MH.

The current gold standard to diagnose MH is via OCT, which is widely available. Besides providing an excellent aid in the monitoring of FTMH, it also serves as a guide in the management of the condition. Vitrectomy remains the mainstay of treatment for MH as it has a favorable outcome, with improvement of visual function in addition to a low recurrence rate.
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